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Toastmaster

The Right Reverend Monsignor
Anthony DeLaura, former
Chaplain with the 47th Infantry,
will be the Toastmaster for the
annual banquet to be held on
Saturday July 24, 1976. General
Westmoreland will be the main
speaker, for the night. The
acceptance
by
Chaplain
DeLaura and General Westmoreland nails down the final
reunion detail.

WESTY'S BOOK
Mr. Martin Bergman
9815 A Halderman Avenue
Philadelphia, Pa. 19115

Dear Martin:
Thank you for sending me a
review of my book A Soldier
Reports. At this juncture, I plan
to come to the Reunion in New
York City for the final day. I
would be happy to autograph
copies of my book but they will
have to be purchased from a
local bookstore since I do not
have copies and can not .get
involved in the complexities of
personally selling them. You
may chose to pass this word to
the New York gang and they
may wish to contact my
publisher, the Doubleday
Company.
Best wishes.
Sincerely,
W.C. WESTMORELAND
Dear Dan:
The above letter is selfexplanatory. I wrote to the
General asking him to have
books available for us to purchase that he would autograph
at the affair. So please print his
answer for the membership.
Marty Bergman
. .
have
BSc.
have

THE NINTH INFANTRY DIVISION ASSOCIATION

a lot of fellas nowadays
a B.A., M.D., Ph.D., or
Unfortunately, they don't
J..O.B.

The USA's first capital, New
York City, is rich in historic
sites that mark and celebrate
the birth of America. The "Big
Apple" as it is also known will
be the site of this year's 31st
Annual Reunion.
There will be many visitors
coming to New York for a
vacation during the Bicentennial year. You can be sure
that the N. Y. Convention
Committee will do everything
possible to make your vacation
here an enjoyable one. There
will be many Special Events to
choose from. In addition to New
York being the greatest City it
is also the Entertainment
Center of the World. Of particular interest to Baseball fans
is the New Yankee Stadium.
The old stadium has been torn
down and a new modern
stadium rebtrltr: Wlttl former
Yankee stars as Manager and
Coaches, New York will be right
at the top, or near the top when
its Reunion time in New York.
The Yankees will be playing in
New York on July 22, 23, and 24.
Both American and British
forces marched across what are
now the city's five boroughs:
Brooklyn, Manhattan, Queens,
Staten Island and the Bronx.
Battles were fought where
soaring skyscrapers now stand.
It was in New York City
where George Washington took
the oath of office as the country's first President.
MUSEUM
. OF
IMMIGRATION AT THE STATUE
OF LIBERTY. A moving
history of the settling of the
United States, from preRevolutionary days to the
present. The immigrants' story
- where they came from, how
they came, what they brought
with them, where they settled,
what they accomplished - is
told in photographs, exhibits of
clothing and other possessions,
and audio-visual materials.
GOVERNOR'S
ISLAND.
Always government property.
First it was the home af the
British colonial governors, then
an
American
military
headquarters, and now, since
1966, the U.S. Coast Guard's
Atlantic headquarters. It is
open to Bicentennial visitors
only on certain special occasions (check the Visitors
Bureau). Sites include the
Governor's House (708), Ft.
Jay (1798), Castle Williams
(811), the Admiral's House
(1840), the Dutch House (1845).
(Ten minutes by ferry from the
Battery.)
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A view of "the city" from lower Manhattan. Rising above all buildings in the
picture is the site of King Kongs last stand, the Empire State Building.
"must" for those
Located a couple of blocks from our C.P. it will be a
attending the reunion this summer, to view 'New York from atop of this
building.
TRINITY CHURCH. The 180ft. bell tower and spire date
from 1797. The cemetery contains many famous New
Yorkers
(Robert Fulton,
Alexander Hamilton, printer
William Bradford, Jr. and
Albert Gallatin). The first
Trinity building was burned in
the great fire of 1776.
SOUTH STREET SEAPORT
MUSEUM. An entire area
(along South Street at Fulton
Street), this indoor-outdoor
"museum" is being restored to
its appearance when it was one
of the world's great ports for
sailing ships. The area already
contains a faithfully restored
printing shop and three piers. of
historic ships.
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U.N. TRIP
The itinerary of almost
every visitor to New York
includes a trip to the United
Nations. This world famous
organization is housed in a
beau tiful building located in an
enclave on the East River. For
the past two ddecades some of
the
most important
international discussions have
taken place within its confines.
A guided tour of the United
Nations is one of the events
that the committee has
arranged for guests at our
reunion. The United Nations is
a city within a city and you
can spend hours going through
its many interesting exhibits.
When drawing up the plans
for this reunion the committee
didn't forget about the merry
making. Their schedule for the
evening events includes plenty
of good entertainment and
refreshments. Members who
attended the last reunion in
New York will recall the
wonderful music that was

provided by Pete ~ezzapelle
and his crew. Pete WIll be back
again this year and his group is
greater than ever. Pete is a
former Ninth Division man and
he will be looking forward to
seeing many of his old buddies.
Home StretcnThe die has been cast, the
preparations have been made,
the comm i ttee has done
everything they can to make the
reunion a success. The rest is up
to the membership, they are the
ones upon whom the success of
the get-together depends. We
hope that every able bodied
"Old Reliable" will be able to be
in New York when the gang
raises their glasses to toast the
grand and glorious Ninth
Infantry Division. Let's all oitch
in and help make the i976
reunion the biggest and best one
that the Association has ever
had.

SEE YOU IN NEW YORK

THE
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The 119th Meeting of the
National Board of Governors
The 119th meeting of the
National Board of Governors
was held in Pittsburgh, Pa., at
the Marriott Motel at 4:05 p.m.
attended by Messrs: Walter
O'Keeffe, Michael Deresh,
Elmer Wagner, Evertt Tapp,
Anthony Chaconas, Oscar
Richards, Dom Greco, Ralph
Carci, Herb Olsen, also
Scholarship Chairman John
Clouser, Past President Frank
Ozart and former board
member Charles Koskie. Judge
Advocate Harrison Daysh was
also present. The Treasurer
. Thomas Boyle had forwarded
his report and regretted that he
was unable to attend as his son
Paul was being married the
same date.
President O'Keeffe called the
meeting to order and asked the
members to stand for a silent
prayer for the departed men of
the Ninth.
The secretary Daniel Quinn
read the minutes of the 118th
meeting and upon a motion duly
made by Ralph Carci and
seconded by Elmer Wagner, it
was voted to: Accept the
reading of the minutes as read
and to instruct the secretary to
place same on file.
President O'Keeffe presented
the treasurers report and upon
a motion made by Oscar
Richards and seconded by
Michael Deresh it was voted to:
Accept the treasurers report.

Vincent Gugliemino, 1st Vice· Pres
114 Charles Street
Floral Park, N.Y. 11001
Francis Maher 2nd Vice· President
Worcester, Mass. 01610
William Meadows, 3rd Vice·President
Detroit, Mich. 48219
Harrison Daysh, Judge Advocate
Kennsington, Md. 20795
Thomas Boyle, Treasurer
39 Hall Avenue
Somerville, Mass. 02144
Daniel Quinn, Secretary
412 Gregory Avenue
Weehawken, New Jersey 07087
BOARD OF GOVERNORS
1976
Michael Deresh, Woodbridge, N.J.
William Bongiorno, Bedford, Mass.
William Hennemuth, Mt. Prospect, III
Oscar Richards, Wayne, Pa.
1977
Walter O'Keefe, Ridgewood, Queens, N.Y.
Everett Tapp, Dearborn, Mich.
Dominick Greco, Tiltonsville, Ohio
Anthony Chaconas, Washington, D.C
Paul Clark, Chicago, III.
1978
William Klauz, New York, N.Y.
Ralph Carci, Cheverley Manor, Md.
Herbert Olsen, Randolph, Mass.
Elmer Wagner, Bay City, Mich.
Albert Perna, Philadelphia, Pa.
Board Member Emeritus
Maj. Gen. Louis A. Craig (Ret.)
Honorary Member Emeritus
Rev. Edward Connors, Worcester, Mass.
The Official publication of the Ninth Infantry Division Association. Single copy price
is 25 cents per issue or by mail. S1.5O per year payable in advance when dues are paid.
Dues are (S5) per year with S1.5O Of the (S5) earmarked for six issues of The Octofoi!.
Members should notify the National Secretary, Daniel Quinn, 412 Gregory Ave.,
Weehawken, N.J. Of any change in address.
Published six times a year, July·August, September·October, November·December,
January-February, March·April, May·June by and for the members of the Ninth In·
fantry Division Association: News items, feature stories, photographs and art material
from members will be apprecited. Every effort will be made to return photographs and
art work in good conditions.
An extract from the certificate of incorporation of the 9th Infantry Division
Association reads: "This Association is formed by the officers and men of the 9th in·
fantry Division in order to perpetuate the memory Of their fallen comrades, to preserve
the espirt de corps of the division, to assist in promoting an everlasting world peace
exclusively of means of educational activities and to serve as an information bureau to
former members of the 9th Infantry Division."
Copy must be received on or before the 10th Of each month to guarantee publication
on the 20th. Photographs must be received on or before the 5th day of pUblication month.
Second.Class Postage paid at Union City, N.J. Authorized as Of October 1, 1967.
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SCHOLARSHIPS

APPLICATION FOR MEMBERSHIJ'
in the
LADIES' AUXILIARY
of the
NINTH INF1\NTRY DIVISION ASSOCIATION
I would like to hecome a member of the Ladies' Auxiliarv to the

Ninth Infantry Division Association. Enclosed is ch'eck or
money order for $1.50 for 1976 dues. Please mail my membership card toName
Street
City

State

While attached to the 9th Infantry Divfsion
(state
relationship, whether the Ninth Division man was a husband,
father, brother. son. etc.)
was with
give company. regiment. battery, attached unit. etc.)
Make checks or money orders payable to Ninth Infantry
Division Association. Mail to Phyllis Perna, 2642 South Juniper.
Philadelphia, Pa, 19148. A countersigned membership card will
be sent immediately.

NINTH INFANTRY DIVISION ASSOCIATION
MEMBERSHIP APPLICATION
Dan'Quinn, National Secretary, 9th Infantry Division Assn.
412 Gregory Ave., Weehawken, New Jersey 07087
Enclosed please find 1976 dues for:

•

Name

Serial No

.

Stref't Address

.
~

Zone

State

.

I was a member of:
Battery
I wish to sign

; Company

Regiment..

Life Mem&er:ship .._
Ple~se credit the following chapter:
Philly-Delaware Valley 0
Illinois
New England
Ohio

~th.Di"

up for the following:

Regular Member. per year
Donation Memorial Scholan"~p Fund
mREE·YEAR MEMBER

0
0

0

The
president
Walter
O'Keeffe, the following six
members of the association to
the reunion committee:
Robert DeSandy and Michael
Deresh will serve for one year.
John Clouser and Herb Olson
will serve for two years.
Charles Jones and Harrison
Da'ysh will serve for three
years.
The terms will commence
from the date of the Board
meeting at the 1976 reunion in
New York City. Thereafter, as
vacancies occur, each member
shall serve for three years when
his successor will be appointed.
Harrison Daysh was appointed
initial chairman of the committee whose first meeting will
be held in New York in conjunction with the 1976 reunion.
The members of the Board so
voted.
Herb Olson briefed the
members on the Worcester
Memorial. The Board members
in turn will brief their chapter
members.
There being no other business
to come before the Board and
upon a motion duly made by
Oscar Richards and seconded
by Everett Tapp it was voted to:
Adjourn the meeting at 6:05
p.m.

FUTURE REUNIONS

THE OCTOFOIL
Form 3579 should be sent to 412 Gregory Avenue, Weehawken, N.J. 07087
OCTOFOIL ASSOCIATED EDITORS Walter O'Keeffe and Daniel Quinn
Walter O'Keefe, President
1858 Woodbine Street
Ridgewood, Queens, N. Y. 11227

City
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Fayetteville. Fort Brag. N. C.

0
0

0
0

John Clouser, Chairman of
the Scholarship Committee,
was called upon for his report
and he named Dr. David Heller
and Frank Ozart as permanent
members of this committee.
Seven applications
were
received by the committee, four
new and three renewals.
Clouser briefed the members
that all applicants are related to
members of the Ninth and that
the scholastic abilities and
financial needs are the first
considerations.
The committee recommended
that four applicants be considered for a total of $900.00.
The names will be announced at
the reunion and the scholarship
committee will notify the
recipients. Clouser reminded
the members that as of this year
the Association has awarded
$21,325.00 in scholarships since
1961. All recipients were
children of former members of
the Ninth Infantry Division.
Upon a motion duly made by
Dom Greco and seconded by
Herb Olsen it was voted to:
Accept the report and recommendations of the Scholarship
Committee. President O'Keeffe
thank John Clouser and his
committee for their efforts with
this committee.
Michael Deresh a member of
the Board from the New York
Chapter briefed the members
on the events of the 1976 reunion
to be held in New York City at
the Statler-Hilton Hotel on July
22,23 and 24th. Charles Koskie
suggested to the New York
Committee that they publish for
the members the routes into the
city. The members will be kept
posted through the Octofoil.
John Clouser told the
members that the Illinois
Chapter members were busy
working on the 1977 reunion that
will be held in Chicago. The
Hotel Hyatt-Regency has been
selected as the Headquarters
for the Ninth.
President O'Keeffe thanked
the Illinois members for their
report.
Oscar Richards submitted a
bid for the Philly-Delaware
Valley Chapter for the year
1978.

President Walter o 'Keeffe
introduced the next topic on the
agenda concerning future
reunions and the desirability of
holding them in non-Chapter
cities or locations. Herb Olsen
made a motion that was
seconded by Michael Deresh.
The idea of active consideration
for resort areas as sites for the
annual reunion. John Clouser
finally proposed that in the
future the Board should select
reunion locales alternately
between Chapter cities and new
untried places. Thereupon, the
following action was taken: The
President, with the approval of
the Board, ordered the formation of a six member committee to be known as the
National Association Reunion
Committee. This committee is
constituted as a standing
committee of the Board of
Governors and its purpose is to
investigate the feasability of
non-chapter sites for the annual
reunion and to make appropriate recommendations to
the board. The Committee will
begin to function immediately
but no such recommedations
will be effective until after 1978.
Thereafter, the committee
will be prepared to make
proposals
and
recommendations to be carried out
every other year since it is
contemplated that individual
chapters will sponsor reunions
when they are not held pursuant
to the committee recommendations with National
sponorship.

Respectfully submitted
Daniel Quinn
National Secretary
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Mt'mory is what reminds you
of somt'thing you forgot without
tellin~ you what it is.

The Reunion Journal is our
subscribe to a full page ad for
greeting card to the Association.
$40.00. If you are the modest
You can sign this card by taking
type and just want to show that
an ad in the Journal. Like the
you remember the Associations'
commercial greeting cards our
Anniversary you can take a
ads come in all sizes and price
booster for $1.00. Ads are also
ranges. If you want to spread
available in halves, quarters, and
your name across a whole page
eighths of a pafZe.
and feel like splurging you can
31st Annual Reunion
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REQUEST FOR SPACE
IN SOUVENIR PROGRAM

Attached is copy for an ad in the color-printed 1976 :"ew York
Reunion of the :"inth Infantry Division Association Program.
Full Pagt;
S40.00
Half Pagt>
S25.00
Quarter Page
$15.00
One Eight Page
S7.50
Booster ads - $1.00 name and unit
St>nrl all {·op~. checks and mone., orrlNs to tht> 'e\\ York
Beunion Committet'o 'inth Infantr~ Di"ision .\ssodation: 'Iail
til Halph Witzken. lOll Stonehi~ Hoarl . Springfielc1. ~. J
1I7l1XI

OEADL INE FOR PROGRAM
REQUE~1

t'OR ROOM RESERVATIONS

'I'TlII~FA'TRY
Jul~'

1)f"ISIO' .\SSOCIt\TIO'
21 -

2.... 1!lifi

NEW YORK Statler Hilton
Front Offke 'Ianag('l'
7th :\ ,.t> .. :~2nd Strt>el, ,. Y. I HOIII

;\DDRESS
('ITY

STATE

ZIP

FIR:\o1 NAME
ARHIVAL DATE

1I0t'R

DEPAHTUHE DATE

.\:\01

P:\I
RESERVATIONS MlTST BE RECEIVEI>
~?t later than 2 weeks prior to opening date of {'om'ention anrl
Will bt' helrl until Ii PM on da~' of arrival unless later hour is
spt'cifit'd.
.
CONVENTION
Singles:
Dou bles-Twins
Triples:
Quads:

BOOM

HATES
22.00
2M.OII
:12.00
:~.OO
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The following story was written
hy Thomas R. Henry for The
Saturday Evening Post in 1946.
This was one of a series of articles on Great American
('ombat divisions of World
War II, that was published by
the magazine.
BY THOMAS R. HENRY

For thirty months an
American mystery division
fought from Morocco to the
I<~lbe in firestreaked darkness,
always unhonored and unsung
- until the top brass counted
results and totaled casualties. It
left its dead strewn from the
black kasba of Port Lyautey to
the bewitched forests of the
Harz Mountains. Only three or
four times did its riflemen,
wearing on their left shoulders
the mystic blue, red and white
octofoil of medieval heraldry,
walk briefly with fixed bayonets
across moonlit rifts.
MAKNASSY TO REMAGEN

From Maknassy to Remagen
the 9th Infantry Division
emerged from the invisible in
hours of crisis, struck four or
five of the hardest blows suffered by the Axis in the west,
and vanished again into obscurity. The 9th swooped across
North African mountains in
blinding snow to save the day at
EI Guettar. It captured Bizerte.
It flanked the German army in
Sicily. It pushed the first
holding force into Cherbourg
and thus established the first
firm American foothold in
Normandy. It poured through
and held the first break in the
Siegfried Line. It rose like an
avenging spirit in swirling snow
to blunt the first spearhead of
The Bulge. It established the
first American beachhead east
of the Rhine.
Always the ghostly 9th
materialized out of darkness in
time of need and preformed. far
beyond the expectations of the
armies of which it formed a
part. Its losses were heavy between 300 and 400 per cent in
the course of the war. Nearly
50,000 men wore its shoulder
patch. But it seemed always the
role of the 9th to be the hole ace
in the poker game of war.
One advantage the 9th enjoyed - integrity of leadership
- for it was commanded by
Maj. Gen. Manton S. Eddy, of
Columbus, Georgia, from the
fist landing in North Africa until
it reached theBelgian border. Its
chief units were the 47th, 39th
and 60th infantry regiments, all
Old Army organizations with
proud histories. The 60th made
a fighting landing to capture the
walled Arab quarter of Port
Lyautey in a short, murderous
battle - one of the first fought
by Americans on the soil of
Africa.
Within three months came the
first of its avenging exploits.
Marshal Erwin Rommel's
Afrika Korps broke through the
Americans at Kasserine Pass.
Prospects for stopping the
three-pronged drive were dim
- the situation was frankly
desperate. The most serious
American deficiency was in
artillery.
The 9th
was
bivouacked at Tlemcen, in
Algeria, nearly 800 miles away.
All its artillery and the cannon
companies of its infantry
regiments were ordered to the
battle front in Southern Tunisia.
There followed one of the outstanding heavy-gun movements
in history. The great convoy 411 vehicles and 2170 soldiers of
all ranks - left Tlemcen in a
blinding sleet storm of a late

Martha Raye entertaining the gang at Port
Lyautey, N. Africa January 1943.
February afternoon. Through
snow and mud, and over narrow
mountain roads often covered
with ice, it moved 777 miles in
eighty-four hours. There was no
halt, except for fifteen-minute
stops for refueling. As the
convoy, commanded by Brig.
Gen. S. LeRoy Irwin, approached the American headquarters at Tebessa, it found
the one road jammed with
ambulances and service
vehicles streaming toward the
rear. This was essentially a
routed army. Vehicles loaded
with soldiers warned "You are
too late. Rommel is moving
forward and we haven't got a
chance."
The clogged road was a river
of mud. Heavy guns slipped
over banks and rolled down the
mountainsides. One battery
commander lost every gun in
this way. But the surviving guns
went into position and plastered
. the Germans with a completely
unexpected torrent of howitzer
and mortar fire. General Irwin
brought to a cold stop the most
dangerous prong of Rommel's
three-pronged drive.
The 9th then shifted northward to Sedjenane Valley.
Attached· to it were two
regiments of Goums - fiendfaced,
brown-turbaned
Moroccan highlanders. They
went into battle wearing black
and white striped, goat wool
robes. Between their teeth they
carried long, sharp, curved
knives. They were preeminently throat cutters. Silent
as cats, they crawled through
thistle-filled gaps among the
speckled rocks in the eerie
blackness of desert nights when
hyenas were howling. Then they
would fall on enemy outposts,
·leave behind them a dozen
throat-slashed corpses, and
depart as silently as they caIAe.
The tactics of the Goums added
immensely to the aura of
mystery which enveloped the
9th as its regiments seemed to
materialize out of darkness and
vanish into darkness again.
Gen. Matt Eddy was engaged
in moving the division along a
twenty-eight mile front through
extremely difficult mountain
country, with the object of
outflanking the Germans and
cutting them off on the north
and northeast - that is, getting
hetween them and the sea.
There were no roads. The
maneuver was hamperered by
almost complete lack of communication.
Success required that an
entire division be moved around
the flank of a hostile army
without detection. Complete
silence, invisibility and Goum
operations on sentries were
essential. Eddy was completely
successful. The campaign was
over when the 60th Infantry
marched into Bizerte on the
afternoon of Mav seventh.

SICILY

The scene shifts to Sicily.
There the wearers of the octofoil arrived in time for the
39th Infantry to take the
desperately held mountain city
of Troina, the key to Messina.
But history will record the
"march of the 4000 silent men"
- Gol. Frederick de Rohan's
60th Infantry - as probably the
most colorful episode of the
Sicilian campaign.
For nearly 100 hours the
regiment moved over mountain
slopes thick with thorn bushes
and across stony mountaintops
capped with thin clouds in what
essentially was absolute
silence. It was a rugged tactical
move to cut the one road supplying the city of Randazzo
from the northeast. The
movement required that 4000
men with all essential· supplies
and equipment slide through
inhabited mountain country
without being seen or heard.
The
march
covered
approximately forty mBes.
Where short roads were marked
on the map, it was necessary to
avoid them. About the closest
approach to roads which could
be followed at any time were
goat tracks.
Only a minimum of equipment was carried - one blanket
and a few rations by each man.
Nights were bitterly cold in the
high ravines and among the clouds. All progress was at
night. A brilliant full moon
made concealment much more
difficult. At one time, Col. de
Rohan recounts whimsically,
the whole strange line was led
most appropriately by a
"ghost," a role filled by Capt.
W. H. Barnwell, of Burlington,
North Carolina. The night was
very cold. Barnwell preceded
the leading company by a few
yards, an olive-drab blanket
draped over his head. Clouds
gave the blanket an ectoplasmic
appearance. The captain took
slow, measured steps, so as not
to knock loose a stone. The idea
that the line was led by a supernatural figure seems to have
come
simultaneously
to
everybody.
Achievement of nearly
complete silence of 4000 marching men for four days and nights
is still considered a tactical
miracle. The men had to move
wi thout disturbing the scenery
familiar from childhood to all
the local farmers, and also
without disturbing the ordinary
rural sounds, such as the
singing of birds in the bushes or
the tinkling of cowbells. The
latter, by the way, were a
serious problem. A favorite
ruse of German scouts in the
mountains was to wear
cowbells. Thus any noise made
while moving through the
bushes would be attributed to
cattle. Day after day the

soldiers, hidden motionless in
brush patches, had to listen to
these tinkling bells without
daring to shoo the cows away,
and not knowing whether they
were bovines or Boche.
Before starting, every bit of
equipment was examined to
make sure there were no loose
parts which would rattle.
Selected scouts went ahead of
each platoon, feeling every step
to make sure of not breaking a
twig or kicking a loose stone.
The others, in single file,
stepped precisely in the footsteps of the scouts. All orders
were in low whispers. Hardest
of all were the necessary halts
through more than twelve hours
of daylight. The men, already
cramped by the cold of the
mountain night, had to crouch
in cramped positions, almost
motionless. Wagon wheels were
wrapped in Army blankets.
Colonel de Rohan was forced to
use relentless discipline.
Never once was there the
slightest suspicion
in this
hostle countryside, that a
reinforced regiment was
passing through. Perhaps never
before or again did the 9th
Division demonstrate so well its
specialty. After the fall of
Messina, the anonymity which
had veiled the mystery division
since it landed in Africa was
lifted for a few days. There was
no other rift in the blackout until
Normandy.

TRUE GREATNESS
In the Gethsemane of the
Normandy hedgerows, the
division reached true greatness.
For nearly a month the
American 1st Army clung to a
barely tenable toehold, for the
most part less than ten miles
deep. With the single exception
of the 1st Division, General
Eddy's men were the only
American battle - seasoned
veterans in France. They were
given the all-important job of
cutting the Cotentin Peninsula
and taking Cherbourg.

Seeing no signs of life, Matt
Eddy and a couple of newspaper
reporters went through every
room of the elaborately furnished villa. All the time Von
Schlieben and 800 men were
hidden in the tunneled hill under
their feet. Two hours later, the
krauts were driven out when
tank destroyers were drawn up
before the tunnel entrance and
poured in fire from three-inch
guns. The Germans came
crawling out with white flags,
and soldiers of the 39th Infantry
entered to find themselves
amidst stores of fur coats,
silks, cosmetics and cognac
beyond their wildest dreams.
For a few days after Cherbourg the men of the 9th were
the most publicized division in
the American Army. General
Eddy was hailed as probably
the country's most brilliant
division commander. Then once
again the octofoil-wearing infantrymen marched forward
into the cloud of anonymity, not
to emerge until the end of the
war.
The division was part of the
infantry spearhead of the St. LaPeriers
breakthrough. It
skirted south of Paris and raced
across France. The 60th
Infantry .crossed the Belgian
border, the first Allied troops by
twelve hours to bivouac under
the black, gold and red flag of
the hungry little kingdom.
Through the hole in the
Siegfried Line punched by the
3rd Armored Division at
Roetgen the regiments of the
9th. pushed into the Eifel
Mountains in early autumn.
In the pine-scented dusk of
the Eifel valleys the men of the
9th remained hidden until, just
before Christmas, out of darkness filled with swirling snow
and the roar of falling waters,
the division again materialized
for one of the most dramatic
single actions of the war. Von
Rundstedt's storm troopers had
smashed against the thin lines
of the 1st Army. Directly in
their path was the ill-fated 106th
Division, composed largely of
green troops fresh from the
United States. Few of them ever
had heard a shot fired in anger.
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Palermo, Sicily-September 1943
General George Patton,at formation-Colonel
Harry A. Flint and 1st Sgt. Taylor-39th Inf. each
receives D.S.C.
The 47th and 39th Infantry
regiments swept into the old
port city from the west and
north in one of the most brilliant
military maneuvers of the war.
General Eddy was his own
leading scout. Several hundred
yards ahead of his own most
advanced troops, the· 9th's
commander crawled over the
slate roof of a French house to
survey below him the redroofed Villa Maurice, set in a
rose garden on a hilltop. Here,
according to intelligence
reports, was the command post
of the German general, Von
Schlieben, commander of the
city.

Most of the facts which follow
are from the personal recollections of Colonel Rossberger,
Von Rundstedt's chief operations officer. Much nonsense
has been written about The
Bulge and some quite synthetic
heroes have emerged from the
confused picture.
"We would have succeeded," Colonel Rossberger
told me, when I interviewed him
in a prison camp, "if it had not
been for an American colonel
named Smythe. He is the one
American officer I would like to
meet. "
(Continued on page 4)

The whole move, he said, had
been planned in the minutest
detail but Von Rundstedt had
realiz~d from the first that it
was a gamble with a slim
margin of success. Everything
depended on the American 1st
Army moving according to
classical military tactics.
The German commander was
fully aware of the weakness of
the green American troops. He
also was aware that on the
northern flank, based around
the picturesque little town of
Monschau, was the 9th Division.
Von Rundstedt knew the record
of the ghost division. A frontal
attack against these troops,
even with a greatly superior
force, Rossberger admitted,
was unthinkable. But once the
center of the 1st Army was cut
to pieces, the textbooks call~d
for a tactical withdrawal of thIS
division to straighten the line.
Such a withdrawal would have
given the Germans control of
the vital Monschau-Roetgen Eupen highway as a su~ply
road. With plenty of gasolme,
Von Rundstedt probably would
have been able to push his tanks
into Liege, where 1st Army
headquarters were established.

COL. SMYTHE
But the storm troopers never
reached that road. In their path
stood the 47th Infantry, the
conquerors of Cherbourg. The
commanding officer, Col.
George W. Smythe, who had
been one of West Point's outstanding football players two
decades before, was ordered to
coordinate all American troops
in the sector for a last-ditch
stand. He had no information of
the depth or strength of enemy
penetration.
Through the winter forest,
Smythe set out in a jeep with
only a driver and radio
operator. Stopped at the outskirts of Eupen, he was warned
that he could not get a mile east
of the town before he would be
killed or captured.
"At least I will know where
the krauts are," he said.
He found that his radio was
tuned into the wrong channel, so
that he was completely out of
touch with Maj. Gen. Louis A.
Craig, who had succeeded
General Eddy in command of
the division. Soon he ran into
roads, clogged with American
troops retreating toward
Eupen. The night was dark and
filled with swirling snow typical 9th Division background.
Smythe quickly organized

these retreating troops, mostly
leaderless and terrorized,
around the nucleus of his own
regiment. He simply took over
command of all American
soldiers in the area. That night
he organized the equivalent of a
full division from stragglers. It
became known popularly as the

"47th Division." The American
stragglers wanted to fight;
instinctively they sought a
leader.
Smythe
learned
from
prisoners that German paratroopers had been dropped
behind him. This demanded
extreme measures. He ordered
all suspicious persons encountered on the roads seized
and all cars stopped. Scouts
were ordered out in the
darkness to pick up all
American stragglers. Sergeants
and
corporals
organized
companies.
Other
men,
following closely behind them,
set up a communications
system. All this was a~
complished in pitch darkness, m
densely wooded terrain.
Still there was no contact
with the en~my in force. A
German paratrooper lurking in
the woods was shot. Before
dying, he revealed that a force
of 300 had been dropped nearby.
Strong combat patrols were
sent out to find them. At dawn,

Smythe had a tairly clear
picture of the situation. The
main German force had
penetrated within 1000 yards of
the foremost new American
position set up during the night.
The enemy was advancing
through a dense pine forest.
There was no longer any
question but that the vital
supply road was one of his main
objectives. Smythe organized
defensive positions which made
the attainment of this objective
impossible. Heavy artillery
ba tteries poured shells on
German concentration points.
The batteries were supplied for
the first time with the new
proximity fuse shells from the
United States just released for
use of ground forces. The
slaughter in the swirling snow
was such as never before had
been known in battle. The
enemy paratroopers were
mopped up in groups in the
forests where they wandered in
confusion.
In three days it was all over.
By that time American newspapers were printing their first
distorted stories of The Bulge.
Actually, Colonel Rossberger
says, Von Rundstedt never
dreamed of success after that.
His only object was to save what
he could from the debacle ..
After The Bulge, the 9th
moved over the rain-soaked
Cologne plain to another rendezvous with destiny. In a foggy
late afternoon a task force of the
9th Armored Division, swooping
down the valley of the Ahr,
came to the little pilgrimage
city of Remagen. There, in front
of the armored cars, lay an
intact railroad bridge across a

broad river. It apparently was
unguarded. Within the next half
hour, an infantry company,
charging across with fixed
bayonets
while
delayed
dynamite charges exploded
around them, had seized the
LUdendorff Bridge. For the first
time since Napoleon, soldiers of
an invading army had crossed
the Rhine in combat.
Then came one of the blackest
nights imaginable. Cold rain fell
in sheets. Mud was hub deep.
Communication back to 1st
Army's 5th Corps at Bad
Neuenahr was almost entirely
by jeepriding couriers. Capture
of the bridge was unexpected.
But as soon as the news was
received, it was appreciated
that this was potentially the
greatest stroke of fortune of the
entire war. If a bridgehead
could be held on the east bank of
the Rhine, thousands of
American lives, which would be
sacrificed in a forced crossing
over ponton bridges, might be
saved. However, the 3rd Corps
commander,
Gen.
John
Milliken, realized also that the
enemy would make extraordinary efforts to retrieve
an incomprehensible tactical
blunder.

R 'E MA G E N
peployed soutnward from
Bad Godesberg - taken by the
39th Infantry - at an average
distance of about fifteen miles
from the west bank of the river.
were the three regiments of the
9th Division. Closest to
Remagen was Colonel Smythe's
47th Infantry. It was ordered to
cross the bridge, hold the little
town of Erpel, which lay under
a towering mountainside, and
proceed immediately to enlarge
the beachhead north and south.
Meanwhile the 39th and 60th
infantry regiments were started
in the direction of Remagen.
This night rises in memory
now as perhaps the weirdest of
the war, with the 9th Division in
its customary role of an
avenging spirit, materializing
out of solid darkness. In ghostly
silence, rain-soaked troops
marched through ankle-deep
mud. The 47th Infantry, with its
supply train and cannon
companies, poured across the
Rhine into Erpel. They moved
along strange trails. Maps were
few and inaccurate. Flashlights were prohibited. Orders
were given in Whispers.
By noon next day the
regiment was over the Rhine,
clinging tenaciously to the east
bank under perhaps the fiercest
artillery bombardment and jetplane strafing experienced in
the war. The Germans tried
desperately to redeem their
fatal blunder. Before the day
was over, Nazi engineer officers
who had failed to blow the
bridge died before a firing
squad. Every enemy resource
in the area was mobilized to
drive the 47th back across the
Rhine.
But Colonel Smythe's men
held, despite heavy losses.
Within twenty-four hours, the
39th and 60th regiments had
joined them, after crossing thetottering bridge under heavy
artillery fire. Then General
Craig moved 'his headquarters
to Erpel and became temporary
commander of all American
troops across the Rhine. The
infantry regiments started
driving immediately north and
south to enlarge the bridgehead
for other 1st Army divisions.

The 9th sustained some of the
heaviest losses of the war
during those black nights when
they were under a constant rain
of death. The men still call
wound decorations "Erpel
hearts."

The Ludendorf Bridge at Remagen as seen from the East Bank
of the Rhine River. The bridge collapsed hours after picture was
taken.
PADDY FLINT
It was during the next few
days, pushing mile by hardfought mile eastward into the
Rhineland hills, that the 39th
Infantry, in which the already
semi-legendary Paddy Flint
had been succeeded in command by youthful Col. Van H.
Bond, introduced a new kind of
night fighting. They started
capturing towns by artificial
moonlight. Beams of giant
searchlights were projected
through the solid blackness of
the forests. The effect was like
that of a full moon behind low
clouds. The whole battle area
was covered with a weird white
light in which the soldiers could
see dimly 100 feet ahead.
Beyond Erpel, the role of the
9th as the American Army's
mystery division ended. It
moved northward and occupied
the headwaters of the ROOr
River until the Ruhr Valley
pocket was closed.
Then, driving eastward and
clearing enemy resistance
pockets out of the Harz Mountains, it effected a junction with
the Russians at the Elbe.
Following V-E Day, the' 9th
settled down on the Danube as
one of the American occupation
divisions. The ranks were filled
largely with recruits recently
arrived from home. Veterans
were transferred to other units
for return to the United States
- but there were a few still
around who recalled the landing
at Port Lyautey.

Charles L. VanDerPoel
Co I 60th Inf
2914 Loran Drive, East
Jacksonville, Florida 32216
Dear Dan:
I had hoped to write to you
much sooner to let you know
how much the wife and I reaJly
enjoyed the tremendous, usual
spirit that was still shown by the
9th Division during the August
reunion in Detroit. I had hoped
to write earlier and send you
some pictures that are just a
few of many. If I can ever dig
these out from the packing we
were involved in since we have
moved recently and I am sure
you can understand what that
is. In fact, I am enclosing some
in hopes that they can be used in
the Octofoil and possibly some
of the men will recognize
themselves as time has erased
their names for me.
There was a man named
Allen Hadfield or Hatfield. I am
not sure which, but would love
tremendously to locate him.
This picture was taken in the old
Fort just outside 9th Division
headquarters in Ingolstadt,
Germany, in August of '45.
Since I was the only person to
make an appearance at the
reunion from I Company, 60th
Infantry Regiment, I would like
very much to hear from anyone
else who still belongs to the
association and was in I
Company during late '44 and
late '45.
I hope this finds you and yours
in the best of health.

*******
Answering their last roll call
were two "old timers" from the
47th Infantry:
Stanley Skrobsky Co L.-Med.
47th Inf.
Jesse Nunn Hq. 1st. Bn. 47th Inf.
We were privileged to have
known these men but regret that
we hadn't seen them of late-that
is for the last few years - at one
of the reunions. Stanely lived in
New York and Jesse lived in the
State of Washington.
May they rest in peace. To their
loved ones we extend our
heartfelt sympathy
Mrs. Harry Orenstein
687 W. 20th St.

New.York, N.Y. 10034
Dear Dan: Words cannot
begin to express my gratitude to
you and the boys of the 9th for
your outpouring of sympathy
and understanding upon the loss
of my beloved husband, ~arry.
The attendance of so many of
the boys at the funeral service
and the many kind messages of
sympathy which I received
have helped to assuage the pain
of his great loss. The 9th Inf.
Div. comrades and memories of
the past has always meant
much to Harry. He loved you
all. I shall appreciate being kept
on your mailing list and
receiving copies of any write up
regarding Harry so that I can
distribute it to his family as
well. With best wishes for a
successful reunion, and again
many thanks to you and the
boys (I do not know their addresses or I would have thanked
them individually) in which
Harry's family joins me.
Dear Mr. Quinn:
I received your letter informing me of my late husband
Mortimer A. Greene's army
serial number, etc.
Between writing to you and
now, I found all his army papers
in a safe in our office in a folder
he had marked "M.A. personal" . I would never have
found it except that we sold the
business two weeks ago and in
removing what was useless to
the new owners, I came across
the personal folder.
My apoligies to you for the
trouble I caused you and my
thanks of course. Had there not
been so much detail work involved in getting rid of the business, I'd have focused in letting
you know that I'd found the
papers. My time is still occupied with the new people who
took over, showing them
whatever I possibly could to
make a smooth transition
possible.
My thanks again to you
flersonally and to the members
of the association.
Sincerely,
(Mrs.) Anne Greene
1616 E. 24th St.,
Brooklvn. N.Y. 11229
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Grandwork Laid
for '77 Reunion

Greater New York Chapter
Meeting
President Langer opened the
meeting with the Pledge of
Allegiance and a moment of
silent prayer for our departed
comrades.
It was announced that Irving
Feinberg was not present to
give the Financial Report as he
was attending a retirement
dinner for some postal official.
Frank Fazio brought a message
from Irving that the secretary,
Art Schmidt, had made a $25.00
donation to the Chapter Welfare
Fund in recognition of his 59th
birthday, which was March 31,
1976.
Emil Langer then read the
correspondence including a
letter from Mrs. Judith Orenstein in which she expressed her
appreciation for the large attendance of members at the
funeral services for Harry
Orenstein.Ralph Witzkin announced that he would make a
personal donation to plant
trees in Israel in honor of
Harry Orenstein.
Adolph
Wadalavage reported that Mrs.
Orenstein appreciated the
many calls and cards she had
received from members expressing their condolences.
Langer reported receiving a
lot of mail on the Reunion and
predicted that this will be our
largest Reunion ever. The
committee is trying to keep the
price of the strip ticket around
$25.00.
Mini-reunion
Wi.th so many Association
members present it seem to be
a prelude to the reunion in New
York this summer, when the
New York members travelled to
Stevensville, Country Club at
Swan Lake, N.Y. The weekend
of March 12-14th was a
delightful three days for those
who attended. No idle, dull
moments. Time was occupied
with various activities too
numerous to be mentioned.
Proved Popular
There were three meals a
day, food was' plentiful and
delicious. A gala cocktail party
on Saturday night that included
night clubbing and dancing. Irv
Feinberg was responsible for
the gang being there as he tied it
in with a Postal Supervisors
conventions that was being held
that weekend. A package deal
that proved so popular, that
this Winter event may become
an annual affair or mini-reunion
for the New Yorkers.
T,he association members
present included the New York
Chapter President Emil and
Molly Langer, Frank and Vita
Fazio, Ralph and Goldie Witzken,
John
and
Chris
Margoliese, Al and Marge
Orletti, Nick and Olga Palega,
Mike and Nina Deresh, Irvand
Edith Feinberg, George and
Paula Bako,
Hughie and
Ronnie Lee, Al and Pat
Bruchac, Vito and Vinnie
Splendorio, and Joe and Lucy
Tortorella. Frank Fazio had a
group of friends as did Al
Bruchac and altogether the
party had 46 people.
President Langer reported
that Rev. Monsignor De Laura
had agreed to act as Toastmaster for the Reunion. Father
De Laura will also participate
in the Memorial Services to be
held May 22nd at Pinelawn.
Emil also said that he has invited Generals Westmoreland,
Craig, and Randle to participate in the Reunion
Program.

The Illinois Chapter has dug
in for a year of preparation for
the 1977 Reunion. Chairman
John Clouser along with cochairmen Bill Hennemuth
Chuck Koskie and Frank Ozart~
spent numerous Saturdays
casing a number of Chicago
hotels with a sharp eye considering accessability, convenience to interesting activities and giving top priority
to finding a first class hotel.
When it became evident that the
Hyatt Regency Chicago met
their criteria, arrangements
were made for the February
Chapter meeting to be held at
the hotel. A complete tour of the
facilities was led by the hotels
convention manager. The
greatly impressed group then
assembled in a meeting room to
give their unanimous approval
of the committees recommendation. President Bill
Hennemuth and Johni Clouser
outlined some of the details
arrangements and committe~
work involved. They were
assured
of
complete
cooperation and were offered
plenty of help to make the 1977
Reunion another
Illinois
Chapter success.
The March meeting was held
at Tedtmans. Frank Ozart
performed his annual good deed
by accepting subscriptions for
the booster pages for New
York's Reunion program book.
Fort Sheridan
The Casimer Paweleks along
with their son, Captain Jim are
making all the arrangements
for our annual Memorial Day
Service to be held at Fort
Sheridan. The date of the event
is Sunday, May 30. Tentative
plans include the service at the
Military cemetery, lunch at the
Officers Club and an afternoon
of recreation and tours of the
Fort Sheridan Museum.
Frank Ozart, Chuck Koskie
and John Clouser announced
that they would be pirating off
to Pittsburgh for the spring
board of Governors meeting.
Chapter Fish Fry
The
Bob
Winkelmans
arranged for the chapter to
enjoy a luscious fish fry at the
Palatine Elks Club. It was
especially refreshing to have
several of the members grown
"children" come along. The
necessity for baby sitters is
obviously a thing of the past.
Following the dinner the men
met briefly with Jim Pawelek
to clear some of the details for
Memorial Day. Dancing and.
bar refreshments completed a
very enjoyable evening.
Each gathering we hear of
more couples making plans to
trek East to the New York
reunion. By the time July rolls
around, the Illinois Chapter
promises to have a good
representation at the 1976
Bicentennial Reunion.

.~

Mr. and Mrs. J. Clouser
901 Graceland
Des Plaines, Ill.
60016
_

Ralph Witzkin, Journal
Chairman, announced that he
had received some ads for the
Journal from members of
Association, but he called on the
Chapter membership to try to
secure ads. He stated that the
measure of success of the
Journal will depend on the
number of ads we get.

Michiglil Doings
The Chapter's opening
meeting of 1976 on February 21
at Ed and Marge Wisniewski's
home in Richmond, Mi. was a
very pleasant occasion. That
wonderful spirit of the friendly
gathering at our .Christmas
Party at Fred and Jane Josey's
home carried over into the new
year. We all thank Ed and
Marge for their cordial
hospitality, refreshments and
delicious snacks.
NEWCOMERS
Ed and Colleen Musial were
new comers
from near-by
Memphis and it was our
pleasure meeting this fine
couple. Ed served in H Co. 47-th
with John Obermiller and was
hoping to see him there that
night. Unfortunately, this was
one of the rare occasions that
the Obermillers didn't show. It
took a pretty bad winter storm
to do it.
The bad weather also kept
Pres. Tom and Gerrie Hatton
and so many others from attending. We've missed them all.
In the absence of Tom, our
Vice Pres. Elmer Wagner
presided at the Business and
Election Meeting and done a
fine job.
Two Resolutions have been
presented and approved:
1 - That any amount of over
$500 in the Chapter's General
Acct. be transferred into a new
Savings Acct. with all the accumulated annual interest
donated to the National
Scholarship Fund.
2 - A plaque to be presented to
Maurice Mitchell expressing
our deep appreciation for his
dedicated service before
retiring and moving on to
Florida last December.
ELECTED
The newly elected Officers for
1976 are: Pres. Elmer Wagner;
I-st V.P. Ed Wisniewski' 2-nd
V.P. Everett Tapp; Adjutant
Don Lewis; Chaplain John
Zulkiewski; Treasurer- Bob
DeSandy; Secretary John
Bonkowski.
The out-going
Officers
received a round of applause for
a job well done. The newly
elected have pledged to administer the affairs of the
Chapter with the same
dedication.
April
17th,
John
On
Bonkowski picked up the
Lewis's and drove down to
Hennesseys for a look into the
Toledo area for a possible OutState Meeting site in October.
This location has great potential
in getting our down river Gang
together. It may also draw
some of the Ohio people for the
week-end. The best thing that
could happen would be to ignite
a spark in the Ohio Chapter.
Our April 3rd Meeting was a
pleasant occasion. Right now
we're working on our Memorial
Service on May 23. The Annual
Picnic will follow quickly on
June 13th.
AMTRAK
The Guys & Gals Boosters are
coming along nicely with 58 at
the moment. There is a good
chance that a group will be
going to The Convention by
Amtrak. This would be a FIRST
for the Chapter.

the:------------.. . --.

COMMITTEE CHAIRMAN
Frank
Fazio,
Reunion
Chairman, set up the following
Reunion
Committees:

John Bonkowski Sec.

Memorial Committee: Edward
Egan, Chairman, William
Klauz and Louis Almassy;
Committee for Banquet and two
dances; Michael Deresh,
Chairman, Greater New York
Chapter, March 5th, 1976
Meeting Continued: George
Bako, Max Umansky, William
Klauz, Harry Meltzer, and
David Gelman; Registration

NEW TREASURER

President Al Perna made
contact with the American
Legion Post 846, at 2529 South
13th Street, Phila, Pa., to use for
our meetings when its
available. Our thanks to Al and
Phyliss Perna, our March
meeting host and hostess.
Everything was delicious,
especially the South Phila. style
pizza. Our new treasurer, John
Sabato, would like to receive all
dues, payable to our chapter.
Send them to him at: 2743
Snyder Ave., Phila., Pa. 19145.
John's report was a real tear
jerker. The Ladies Auxiliary
donated their "fifty-fifty" raffle
proceeds to our treasury to give
it a needed boost. The President
thanked the women, especially
Theresa Cuprys, the ladies chief
fund raiser. The meeting was a
financial success after John
almost emptied everyones'
wallets. We are working on
booster ads for the convention.
We need everyones' help.
HONORED
Connie Richards was honored
at a testimonial dinner on April
10, 1976, given by the Pennsylvania D.A.V., of which she is
the outgoing commander.
People from all over Pa. were in
attendence. Mr. and Mrs. Paul
Lisa and Mr. and Mrs. Charles
Trocolli also attended. Connie
spends most of her day working
with disabled veterans. She is
one beautiful person!
DUNN DONE IT
Bob Dunn made the local
paper while he was inspecting
all the sights in Swedesboro,
N.J ., where the King of Sweden
was to visit. Bob plans to be at
the convention in July.
P.O.W.S
Marty Bergman was elected
Regional Directorof the Northeast
Region, American Exprisoner of War Association. He
also plans to be at the convention.
Another grand turn out at our
April meeting! Frank Alice
made it. He works for the Navy
and just returned from
Scotland. He's looking forward
to the convention. Anna
DeCeasare was the Hostess this
month.
Thanks
Anna,
everything was beautiful.
Marty Krasovetz was the lucky
prizewinner. The Ladies once
again made a gift to our
treasury. All talk is of the
convention in July and of seeing
old friends once again. Next
meeting is May 21, at the
American Legion Post 846, 2529
South 13th St., Phila, Pa.
C. Trocolli
1106 Chestnut Ave
Woodbury Hts. N.J. 08097
Committee: Irving Feinber.g,
Arthur Schmidt, Emil Langer,
Dominick Miele,
Hyman
Seslowe, and Ralph Witzkin;
Journal Committee: Ralph
Witzkin and Frank Fazio;
Frank stressed that all members are included in the Journal
Committee in that they are
expected to try and get ads for
the Journal; Publicity Committee;
Arthur Schmidt,
Chairman,
and
Vincent
D'Addonna.
Everyone then made a mad
dash to the fine refreshments
table set up by Frank Fazio,
Harry Meltzer and John Parisi.
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Co. B 39th
Daniel Douvanis
2025 Eaton Avenue
Bethlehem, Pa. 18018
Enclosed is a check in the
amount of $5.00 for my membership dues. I was a soldier
with the 9th Infantry Division
during WW II and have just
found out about this publication.
Many thanks and continued·
success with this fine means of
keeping the former members of
the division in contact with one
another.
Co. G 39th Inf.
James A. Gaddess
Henrys Bend
Star Route
Oil City, Pa. 16301
Enclosed is check to cover
dues for 1976.
Please send a License plate
disc and a decal.
I hope to be at the great city in
July, for the convention. I don't
hear much from the 39th boys
except Bob Smith out in Ohio.
I wish to express my deep
appreciation to all the guys that
have kept the Association going,
and regret that I cannot take a
more active part in it.
Wishing everyone the best.
G Company, 39th Infantry
North Africa to Germany
60th Inf.
Edwin Brewer
714 N Walnut
Maryville, Mo. 64468
Another year has rolled
around and I sure don 't want to
miss getting the Octofoil so I am
enclosing my check for dues. I
enjoy reading it and every
now and then I read about
someone I know. It's been 2
years since my heart attack and
my retirement to northwest
Missouri. I had worked in
}\ansas City, Mo. since my
discharge in 1945 but the last 14
years of my work I had lived on
the Kansas side of the Missouri
River. Am feeling good and
enjoying life. I belong to 5
organizations and am an officer
in 3 of them including senior
vice-commander of the V.F.W.
in Maryville and we have over
170 paid up members for 1976.
Am looking forward to attending another convention in
1977 or 1978.
39th Inf.
Chaplain
Fr. Curtis
222 Laine, Apt. 7,
Monterey, Cal. 93940
Father sends his dues but can
not make the reunion this
summer but will be at the
Memorial Mass in Worcester in
November. "Things seem to be
going well here. Still cover the
Army Chapel at the Presedio in
Monterey each day. I see Col.
Paul Crumquist and his family
at Mass each Sunday. I believe
he was I Co. CO at the end of the
war and thru last winter. When
we talk of winter, I like Monterey better than the hills and
forest of 1944-45. Any word of
Mr. Lynch?
Erwin Marek
my driver in 1944-45 lost his wife
in 1975. He is lost without her.
Ask the gang to pray for them
... please. His address is Rt.
No.1, Box 166, SchUlenburg,
Texas. 78956. Best wishes to
all. "

***

Tip of the. Hat
Many thnks to these men, who
keep the scholarship program
alive by remembering and
making contributions to the
Memorial Fund.
Steve Urbanyi
Richard McGrath
George Fraenkel
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Capt. 9th Med.
Dr. R.M. Hummel
2411 Lommel Lane
Marion, Ind. 46952
The good doctor sends his
dues and plans a trip to Germany soon that will take him to
Munich, up the Rhine and into
Belgium. Also a side trip to
areas where the 9th made
history. He sends best wishes to
all.
Med-Co D.47th Inf
Nate Gaynor
1004 Gaber St.
Silver Springs, Md. 20901
Nate sent a postcard he
picked up while visiting Monschau a few years ago. He
writes "While my activity with
the association has all but
disappeared be assured that my
spirit is usually present at all of
the associations functions. The
postcard scene is the same as
shown on page 178 of "Eight
Stars to Victory".
It was especially pleasing to
read that the Chicago group
"still lives" per the John
Clousers. I'm sure John's 30
years of activity in the Chapter
along with people like Frank
Ozart and many others have
contributed to the tremendous
espirit de corp that still
prevails. Best regards.

Div. Arty
Henry Bokina
3 Prospect St.
Hatfield, Mass. 01038
Henry sends his membership
dues and writes "I usually pay
my dues at Father Connors
Memorial weekend but missed
this year. Sorry for the delay. I
always enjoy the weekend in
Worcester and hope Father
Connors will stay in good health
for many years to come.
I am sorry to write that we
lost another of the old timers of
the association.
Edward
Tarasiewicz, Easthampton,
Mass., of the 60th F.A. Bn.
Medics. He passed away last
December.
Keep up the good work, Dan,
enjoy reading the Octofoil. If
ever up this way stop and say
hello. Red Byrne was a close
friend of mine, I attended
his funeral.
I'm in market gardeninggrowing
mostly
pickling
cucumbers - also strawberries.
So long and good health to all".
Co D 39th
Wesley Spofford
2049 Earl Drive
N. Merrick, N.,Y.
Wesley sends his dues and
"my best to all of the old Co D
39th members."

Co I 47th Inf.

84th F.A.

Frank Morbitzer
5040 E. Long Lake Rd.
Harrison, Mich. 48625
Sending in my dues for 76 Didn't realize time had gone by
until I received my Octofoil
addressed in red. Am not sure
at this time if I will be able to
make it to the reunion in July
but I will do my best to be there.
I was real pleased to be in
Detroit last year and enjoyed
every bit of it and meeting some
of my Pals I served with.
I sure hope the Reunion is a
huge success even if I am not
able to be there. Will be trying.

Dick O'Connor
9567 Bluford Ave.
Whittier, Cal. 90606
Just a little note to say all the
O'Connors are fine after a little
surgery for Grace and my
number 4 boy. My youngest boy
Douglas will get out of high
school in June, Phil graduated
from Fullerton College as a
teacher. Pat is a junior in
college and will go to Scotland
and Poland with a theater
group. I have about 2years to go
for retirement. I play a lot of
golf, no rain to stop play. Can't
make N. Y. this year, but hope to
make Chicago. Say 'Hi' to all
the New York gang.

Co A 60th Inf & 47th
Meyer Wolfson
1047 East 105th Street
Brooklyn, N.Y. 11236
Sorry I am late with my dues,
enclosed is my check.
I would like to know if any
of myoId buddies from Co A
60th Inf are around?
I was transferred to the 47th
when we went overseas. After
being wounded I was transferred to the 181st M.P. 'so I
would also like to know if any
one else besides myself who
enlisted 1-13-41 as a private and
discharged as a private 7-24-45
never holding any other rank
but Private.
Co K 39th Inf
Ted C. Wisniewski
366 Ashburton Ave.
Yonkers, N.Y. 10701
I hope to make the 31st
Reunion and meet some of my
old buddies. I have been elected
Westchester County Commander of the Catholic War
Veterans. It's a job of interest
and a few headaches. We hold a
couple of picnics in the summer
for patients of the V.A. Hospital
at Montrose, N.Y. also a
Christmas party.
Here's
hoping
for
a
good reunion in July.
Eds note: Congratulations
Ted on your election to County
Commander, we know you'll do
a good job.

15th Engr.
Richard McGrath·
2856 W. 85th St.
Chicago, Ill. 60652
Dear Dan: I look forward to
the Octofoil and many thanks
for your hard work. It is much
appreciated by me. Enclosed
find dues and donation to the
scholarship fund.
3rd Hq. Co. 39th
Jim Lackman
166 N. Westlawn
Decatur, Ill. 62522
Dear Dan: Enclosed is check
for 3 years. We had planned to
take the trip to Europe on the
divisions 25th anniversary but
due to medical expenses, could
not make it. Last May, our son
was in the army in Germany, so
Mary and I went over for a
month. Went to Monschau and
Lammersdorff. The latter I
didn't even recognize and we
were there during the war
trying to get thru the Hurtgen
Forest for longer than any of us
cared to be. Best to all of the
9th.

-

. . the world judges you not
only by what you stand for, but
also by what you fall for.
.. The cheapest way to have
your family tree traced is to run
for office.

34th F.A.
Sheldon B. Stoddard
206 Hull Rd.
Fayetteveille, N.C. 28303
Sheldon sends his dues for
another three years and is
enjoying life in North Carolina.
He says "Best regards to all in
the association, but especially
to the old gang from the 34th.
15th Engrs.
Ronald V. Murphy
44 Strawberry St.
Scituate, Mass. 02866
We were all saddened by the
news of Harry Orenstein's
death. He will be missed but
surely not forgotten by all of us
who had the pleasure of
knowing him. To his wife Judith
and his family, we extend our
deepest sympathy. I am
ashamed to see my name in red,
please overlook my oversight in
not sending my dues before
now. I wa~ afraid I would not be
able to make the reunion but am
delighted to say I will be there.
Looking forward to seeing you
and the rest of the gang in July.
34th F.A.
Morris Kautz
412 Page St.
Kewaunee, Ill. 61443
Just a few lines to say "hello"
and am sorry that I won't be
able to make the convention this
year as I get my vacation the
first part of July and we are
planning on being in Chicago as
the American Legion is having
their State convention at this
time. Your convention sounds
like it will be lots of fun but first
things first. Give my regards to
anyone you meet from the 34th
F.A. Maybe one of these years
the 9th convention will be
closer. Have lots of fun.
~~Bn.,6Oth

Frank Clark
201 Kreitzer
Bloomington, Ill. 61701
Had a nice time in Detroit
visiting with some of the
fellows .. First reunion I was at,
since Columbus in 1947. Don't
think I can make N.Y. Maybe
the following year. Tell Stumpy
I said "hello".

47th Inf.
Daniel J. Doyle
7921 Brous Ave.
Phila., Pa. 19152
Enclosed find dues for 3
years. I was in C. Co. 47th and
joined the association the first
day it was mentioned. I
remember we were still in the
woods and before any of the old
timers went home. I don't see
too many notes in the paper
from the boys in the 47th. Lets
hear from you and let us know
where you are and how things
are going. Hope to be in New
York.
Co. C47th
Dante Ciatti
5925 Kenilworth
Dearborn, Mich. 48125
I received the Octofoil and
noticed my name was in red ink.
Here is a check for the next 3
years. Say hello to all my
buddies from Co. C, 47th.
KCo., 60th
Jim Hart
7 Nenagh Drive
Wilmington, Del. 19803
Thank God for the red flag. I
just hope it tickles all the others
as it does myself. The Octofoil is
always perused with great interest although it is hard to
realize how much time has
passed. The best to all of you
great guys that have kept the
association running all these
years.
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D Co., 47th
Frederick Scheel
414 Rockwell St.
Sandusky, Ohio 44870
Seems as if the years have
flown by and we've missed so
many reunions, due to the
illness of our son. But, God
willing, his health will steadily
improve and we will be able to
attend a reunion soon. "Fritz"
hears from about 25 buddies at
Christmas time, but I know he
would like to attend a reunion
and see everyone in person. Am
sending his 1976 dues as he looks
forward to receiving the Octofoil. (This letter was sent by
Mickie Scheel).
Co. B, 15th Engrs.
Anthony Medonna
40 Orient St.
Worcester, Mass. 01604
Enclosed is check for 1976
dues. Thanks for the Engineer
Camp Groupd picture of the
Carolina maneuvers in the last
edition of the Octofoil. I am sure
it brought about a nostalgia and
pleasant memories to that fine
gang of engineers. I hope to join
the gang in N.Y. in July.
Wishing the New York Chapter
great success in their endeavor
for grand reunion.
15th Engrs.
Syd Levison
272 Tappan St.
Brookline, Mass. 02146
The date Feb. 19 reminded me
to pay my dues. 35 years ago
that date I entered active service. The older I get the shorter
the period seems to get.
3rd Bn. 47th Inf.
Charles F. Titus
6119 N. Lawrence St.
Philadelphia, Pa. 19120
Dan:
Enclosed dues for '76 with
best regards and good health to
you and all members of the
Assocjation.
Co. B, 39th Inf.
Irv Terchak
2559 S. 90th St.
West Allis, Wis. 53227
Enclosed is check for
membership and wish I woUld
~~ve joined many years ago. I
JOIned the 39th in 1941, was
wounded in El Guettar and later
in St. Lo. Would like to attend
reunion, so please send details.
Best of luck to the 9th.
Med. Det.
2ndBn.47th
Hubert P. Lawrence
1215 Turley St.
Sherman, Texas 75090
Hubert sends his dues and
says after 35 years in the
grocery business and 6 years in
the cattle business, that he is
now retired.
Co. H, 47th Inf
William Seyfried
8 Wren Court
Northport, N.Y. 11768
Bill plans to attend the
reunion this summer and is
hoping that A.A. Micolucci
makes it. Also says he met Joe
Cherry who he had not seen in 31
years and that he looks great.

G Co, 39th
Bob Smith
134 Roger Ave.
Bellevue, Ohio
Dear Dan: Enclosed is my
dues and will be in NYC this
coming July along with several
other Ft. Bragg men from this
area. Just retired from the post
office with 31 years Federal
Service. Best Regards.
Co. K, 39th
Al Napadano
715 Mabel St.
New Castle, Pa. 16101
Al would Jike to make the
reunion, but says he will be
going to Las Vegas this summer. He has made many friends
in the Ninth and wishes them all
good luck and good health.
Med Det 2nd Bn
47th Inf.
Bill Baptiste
817 Gilbert St.
Sebastion, Fla. 32958
Bill sends his dues and is
sorry he can not make the
reunion this year.
84th F.A.
Waldon K. Lewis
440 Vandalia St.
Edwardsville, Ill. 62025
Dear Dan: My Octofoil was
addressed in RED Ink so I'm
sending $50.00 for a life membership. I recently retired from
the Illinois Div. of Forestry and
will be doing a little travelling.
Co. B, 9th Med
George Stein
8747 E. Girard
Denver, Colo. 80231
George sends his dues and
regrets he will not be able to
make the reunion this year.
Would like to have Pete
Radichio pay him a visit and
says the offer is open to all 9th
men who happen to be in
Colorado.
47th Inf.
Frank Proper
1812 S. Morgan
Chicago, Ill. 60608
Frank sends his regards to all
the members of the Ninth.
Co. E, 60th
Glen K. Gates
809 Emma
Tren ton,
Mo.
64683
Enclosed is my dues for the
ensuing year. I am late sending
them but don't want to miss the
Octofoil as I always enjoy
reading it. Would appreciate
hearing from those who served
with Co. E during the Normandy campaign. May God
bless you all.

Co. L, 60th Inf.
Enoch Hunt
River Road, R.F.D. 1
Newcastle, Me. 04553
Enoch sends his dues and
says "In August my wife Jean
and I are planning a trip to
Belgium where we'll visit two
families I met in 1944 while with
Company L, 60th Infantry.
- Thanks for the great job you are
doing for the association."

(Please tum to Page
Nothing makes time go faster
than buying on it.

S)

. . home is where a man goes
when he's tired of being nice to
people.

